The problem under consideration relates to a model of a porous wall devoted to aircraft motor noise reduction. For such a medium, the parameters of the propagation equation depend on the frequency. Then, the corresponding time model involves nonrational convolution operators, which make the model complex from both the analysis and the simulation points of view. In this paper, based on the so-called diffusive representation of convolution operators, a timelocal formulation of the porous wall model, well adapted to analysis and numerical simulation, is established and analyzed. Then its associated impedance operator is computed. Finally some numerical results relating to the simulation of the porous wall and to the one of its impedance operator are given to highlight the theoretical part.
Introduction
Aircraft motor noise reduction is currently an important challenge for the aerospace industry. Control of acoustic perturbations can be active (Chatellier et al., 2006; Levadoux and Montseny, 2003; Montseny, 2011) and/or passive, mainly based on specific materials, which absorb a wide part of the energy of the incident acoustic waves (Lai and Luo, 2008) . In the case of hot zones such as exhaust nozzles, a porous wall made with welded hollow nickel balls was proposed by Gasser (2003) . Porous materials are often used for the noise absorption to their efficiency and their low cost. The modeling of the wave propagation inside these porous medium is nevertheless complex, especially because of the different possible structures of the medium. Moreover, the microscopic and macroscopic scales have both influence on the global behavior of the porous medium and have therefore to be both described in the model. Various models can be proposed depending on the considered problem: prediction of the global behavior of the medium (Kidner and Hansen, 2008) , understanding of some physical phenomena such as wave propagation, the fluid transport or the heat transfer in the medium (Amhalhel and Furman´ski, 1997) , characterization of the structure or the physical characteristics of the medium (Vogel, 2002) , etc. In this paper, the goal is to provide a model useful for noise control purposes. The global input-output behavior of the porous media has to be accurately described and summarized in such a way that the sound absorption efficiency of the porous wall can be estimated from numerical simulations. In that goal, an integro-differential model has been proposed by Gasser (2003) in the frequency domain. The interest of using such a type of models, compared with the others proposed in the literature (empirical models (Voronina, 1996) , network models (Rege and Folger, 1987) , fluid flows models (Layton et al., 2002) , multiscale models (Biswal et al., 2009), etc.) , is that the macroscopic effects of the underlying microscopic phenomena are summarized and reduced, from a macroscopic point of view, by use of convolution operators. Thus, the complexity of the model is concentrated in convolution operators, on which the paper will focus. Such integro-differential models are often proposed to describe dissipative/dispersive materials; it is for example the case of the fractional diffusion equations (Caputo and Carcione, 2011; Mainardi et al., 2008) . But the fractional operators are not the only ones found in dissipative equations; the involved convolution operators can be more general, as it is the case in this paper.
The main difficulties encountered when manipulating a convolution operator H come from its time-non locality (or hereditary): the value of Hu ð ÞðtÞ depends on the whole history of u, that is on the restriction of u to the past time interval À1, t . In contrast, an operator H : X ! Y is said to be time-local (or t-local)
1 if for all t 2 R and for any functions u, v 2 X equal on a neighborhood of t,
Hu ð ÞðtÞ ¼ Hv ð ÞðtÞ:
The presence of time-nonlocal operators makes the model more complex, from both the analysis and the simulation points of view. Indeed, standard techniques of analysis cannot be used because the involved dynamic operators are nonrational, and the numerical complexity of the quadratures of convolution integrals generates highly expensive time discretizations, particularly when long memory components are present. In such situations, finite-dimensional approximations of the convolution operators, such as Pade´approxima-tions (Baker and Graves-Morris, 1996) , can be used to obtain approximate differential models, easier to simulate and analyze. However, most of these constructions, which are mainly formal, do not ensure in practice the stability of the so-obtained models, and the physical relevance of the model parameters is often lost, which makes the analysis of the system tricky, or even impossible.
The results proposed in this paper 2 are based on an original approach, devoted to integral causal operators, and called diffusive representation (Casenave and Monsteny, 2010; Montseny, 2005) . This methodology allows us to obtain time-local input-output state realizations of convolution operators, well adapted both to analysis and numerical simulation. On the basis of this approach, we propose a formulation of the time-nonlocal operators (and therefore of the nonlocal model) in which only time-local operators are involved: such a formulation (or model) is said to be time-local. 3 The advantages of the time-locality are numerous. From the analysis point of view, some methods dedicated to differential (or partial differential) equations can be used: this is for example the case of energy methods which enables to prove the stability of a system or a numerical scheme and/or its dissipativity and passivity. Moreover, a time-local formulation often keeps a strong physical sense (in contrast, for example, to Pade´-based approximations), and allows to consider problems, such as identification, control etc., difficult to well pose with the original convolution formulation. From the numerical point of view, the simulation of a time-local model is cheaper, because some efficient stepby-step methods can be used:
4 few storage and computations are therefore needed.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce in Section 2 the frequency model of the porous wall under consideration. In Section 3, we build an equivalent time-local augmented input-output model of the medium. This new model is analyzed; in particular, we show that it is consistent from the point of view of the energy dissipation. Then, the coupling with a fluid medium is studied, and the global dissipativity is established. In Section 4, we compute the analytic expression of the frequency response of the porous wall impedance operator. Then we propose a reduced diffusive formulation of this operator. Finally, some numerical results are presented in Section 5. The results of the diffusive representation theory required for this work are given in Appendix Appendix A. Gasser (2003) proposed a porous material made with welded hollow nickel balls has been proposed, and a mono-dimensional homogenized model of this medium, based on its tubular structure and its physical properties, is considered. The frequency model under consideration describes the wave propagation inside the porous medium. It is given on ð!, z, xÞ 2 RÂ0, 1½Â0, X½ by
Model under consideration
andP designate the Fourier transforms of the velocity and the pressure in the porous medium, e(x) denotes the thickness of the porous wall and the parameters eff i! ð Þ and eff i! ð Þ are respectively the socalled effective density of Pride et al. (1993) and the effective compressibility of Lafarge (1993) . These parameters are defined as follows:
with:
where the physical parameters 0 , P 0 , , , 1 , Ã and Ã 0 are the density and the pressure at rest, the dynamic viscosity, the specific heat ratio, the tortuosity, the high-frequency characteristic length of the viscous incompressible problem and the high-frequency characteristic length of the thermal problem, respectively.
The model (1) is completed by the following boundary conditions:
When coupling this system with the fluid medium, two interface conditions at the interface À are necessary:
where n is the outgoing unit normal on À and 4 0 is the porosity coefficient of the material. Thus, w and
can be interpreted respectively as the input and the output of (1). The correspondence w°y defines the impedance operator of the porous wall. This operator is expressed and studied in Section 4.
State realization and analysis of the porous medium model
Parameters eff and eff are nonrational functions of the frequency !. As a consequence, the time model cannot be formulated as a finite dimensional state realization. Using the theory of diffusive representation, whose fundamental results are presented in Appendix, we give in the following a differential, and thus time-local, state realization in a suitable state-space.
Time-local formulation
In this section, we use the results of Appendix to transform the porous wall model (1). For that, we first express the time model obtained by inverse Fourier transform of (1); it is written
where eff @ t ð Þ and eff @ t ð Þ are the (causal) convolution operators respectively associated with the symbols eff and eff (see formula (2)). Because of these, the model (6) The system (1) can be written under the form:
Proposition 1 The operators À 1 e @ z P°u and À 1 e @ z u°P involved in (7) can be realized by means of the following diffusive formulations:
& with 1 and 2 the respective -symbols of H 1 ð@ t Þ and H 2 ð@ t Þ, which are given by 
As a consequence, H 1 ð@ t Þ and H 2 ð@ t Þ verify the hypotheses of corollary 4 (see Appendix). We so have, with solution of (38),
By using the following result:
we get the desired expressions of c 1 and c 2 . « Then we deduce the following augmented model, defined on t, z, x, ð Þ2R Ãþ Â0, 1½ÂÀ Â R þ :
Passivity of the model
Model (8) is time-local, equivalent to (1-3-5) from the input-output point of view, and is more convenient from both the analysis and the simulation points of view. Indeed, as 1 and 2 are positive, the functional
is a semi-norm, and we have the following result.
,x verifies on any solution ð 1 , 2 Þ of (8):
Proof We have
The two first terms of the right member of (9) are negative: they express the instantaneous dissipation of (8) for any given value of x, whereas the last term expresses the instantaneous exchanged power with the outside of the porous medium. Moreover, thanks to the property ðt, 0Þ ¼ 0 (which implies E x ð0Þ ¼ 0), and by integrating (9) from 0 to T, we deduce from (9) the positiveness of
for any T 4 0 and any x. Thus, the passive feature of the absorbent wall is restored by model (8).
Note that (10) is a quadratic form, because, as we will show in the following, y can be expressed as y ¼ Qð@ t Þ w with Qð@ t Þ a linear dynamic operator.
Coupling with an acoustic model
As a consequence of (9), the coupling of (8) with another passive dynamic model leads to a globally dissipative system, provided that the energy functional is chosen such that the transfer between the two subsystems is balanced. This is shown in the following.
We consider classical acoustic model defined on a rectangular domain 0, Z½Â0, X½, and couple this domain to a porous wall at the boundary z ¼ Z; then, the whole model is written as
where u and are the velocity and the density (u x and u z are the velocities along the directions x and z respectively), f is the perturbation source, c 0 is the velocity of wave fronts inside the fluid medium and is the porosity coefficient of the porous material. Note that the two last equations of (11) are the interface conditions (4). The acoustic energy of ðu, Þ T is classically given by the functional:
Then, we can define a global energy for the coupled system (8-11) as
We have the following result.
Theorem 1
The system (8)- (11) is dissipative in the sense
on any solution ðu, , 1 , 2 Þ T of (8)- (11).
Then, by using (9) and after simple computations, we get:
« Note that this global energy dissipation, due to wave absorption at the boundary, is not accessible under the original frequency or convolution forms (1) and (6). In that sense, the diffusive model (8) is in keeping with the physical interpretation of such media.
Impedance operator of the porous medium
To build input-output state realizations of the porous medium model defined by (1)- (3)- (5), it can also be judicious to start from the symbol of the impedance operator w°y. This operator, denoted Qð@ t Þ in the following, fully summarizes the porous wall action. Numerically, its realization is more accurate and cheaper than the simulation of the wave propagation inside the medium and so is more suitable, in particular for control purposes.
Expression of the impedance operator
In this section, the symbol of Qð@ t Þ is computed. To simplify the notation, we do not write explicitly the dependence on x of all of the involved quantities. Equations (1) of the porous medium can be written as
Diagonalization of A leads to
where M is the transition matrix. Using the change of unknowns Y ¼ M À1 X, we get the diagonal system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
whose resolution leads to
( After simple computations, we deduce the following system on the original unknown X ¼P,û T :
with Bð!, zÞ :¼ e i!z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
Using the boundary conditions (3) and expressions (13) with z ¼ 1, we get
By denoting
we finally havê
Að!Þþ1P ð!, 0Þ:
The input-output correspondenceŵ°ŷ ¼ Qði!Þŵ (which summarizes the frequency behavior of the porous medium) can then be deduced by taking z ¼ 0 in (16). Then, we finally get the following symbol of the porous medium impedance operator:
We show in the following that this operator admits an infinite-dimensional state realization.
Diffusive realization of the impedance operator
First, we can note that
which implies that Qð pÞ ! p!1 1. As a consequence, Qð@ t Þ do not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 (see Appendix). However, we can consider the operator Qð@ t Þ defined by the symbolQð pÞ :¼ Qð pÞ p , which is such thatQð pÞ ! p!1 0. Then, given a suitable contour , we know from (37) in Appendix. that we can obtain the following state representation of Qð@ t Þ (from the realization ofQð@ t Þ):
where is the -symbol associated withQð@ t Þ (note that, if the analytical expression of the -symbol is too complex to get, it is not necessarily needed for the numerical simulations; see Appendix A.2). As regards the choice of a suitable contour , the operator Q @ t ð Þ (and then the operatorQð@ t Þ) admits two kind of singularities: some branch points coming from the complex square roots; and an infinite sequence of simples poles (due to the presence of the function tanh in the symbol of the operator), as shown in Figure 1 . The impedance operator can therefore neither be realized with the same contour as in Section 3.1 nor with a sectoral contour of the form (44). A suitable contour , such that the operatorQð@ t Þ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, can be built as shown in Figure 2 . However, this contour would not present all of the interesting numerical properties of sectoral contours, which lead to cheap numerical realizations as mentioned in Appendix.
For this reason, an approximation is finally made using a sectoral contour chosen such that a sufficient number of poles ofQð pÞ are surrounded by (the other ones being in a way neglected). More precisely, given a sectoral contour , we consider the -diffusive operator with -symbol under the generic form (39), which is computed to be the best approximation of the operator Q in the sense of the least squares problem (43). Then, we deduce the approximate realization of Q using (19). The influence of the sector's angle on the quality of the approximation is illustrated in Section 5.
Numerical results
We give in this section some numerical results obtained by simulation of both the porous medium governed by (1)-(3) and the impedance operator Qð@ t Þ of symbol (17). As described in Appendix A.2, we can perform converging approximations of their respective diffusive realizations (8) and (19), by using a discretization ð l Þ l¼1,L of and standard quadratures. We then get approximate dynamic realizations of the form
with XðtÞ 2 R L , such thatỹ ' y in a suitable sense. In this section, the numerical values of the involved physical parameters are (Gasser, 2003) 
Simulations of the porous medium
The explicit scheme used for the simulation of (8) is that described and analyzed by . It is briefly presented here. Let consider the following time discretization:
with Át 4 0 the time discretization step. In model (8) only the thickness e of the porous wall depends on the variable x. As a consequence, no discretization of the variable x is necessary, the propagation of the waves for a given value of x being independent from the others (tubular structure of the porous medium). Then, we consider K spatial z-discretization points z k f g k¼0:K between 0 and 1, which are defined by
with Áz 4 0 the z-discretization step which is such that Áz 
with r 4 0 the common ratio which is such that
Remark 1 The impact of the different discretizations (in t, z and ) on the stability and precision of the numerical scheme is discussed by .
In the following, we denote u nþ1 ðxÞ, P nþ1 ðxÞ and
The used numerical scheme is based on the approximation of the derivative operator @ z by centered finite differences, on the approximation of given by (39), and on the discretization of the -equation given by (30). More details about this scheme can be found in . The scheme is written as
are the coefficients given by formula (41) for ¼ i , and the -discretization covers 4 decades, from 10 2 to 10 6 . We can see that the approximate frequency responses fit the analytic ones on the desired bandwidth.
We give in Figure 5 the profile of P in the porous medium at different times t. We clearly observe the dissipative and dispersive nature of this propagation model, due to the convolution operators H 1 ð@ t Þ and H 2 ð@ t Þ. As an illustration, we give in Figure 6 the functions 1 involved in the synthesis of u, at a fixed time t ¼ 0:09 ms.
Note that even if the bode diagrams of H 1 ð@ t Þ and H 2 ð@ t Þ seem to be rather ''basic'', and in spite of the small value of parameters b and b 0 (' 4:2 Â 10 À5 ) in eff and eff , these operators cannot be well approximated by first-order operators by considering b ¼ b 0 ¼ 0, as highlighted in Figure 9 . The integro-differential nature of operators eff and eff is essential to simulate the porous wall behavior accurately.
Simulations of the impedance operator
In this section, we give some indications and numerical results about the simulation of (19).
To simulate (19), we first consider the finite-dimensional approximate state formulation of Qð@ t Þ obtained from (40), (36) and (19), and given by
The discretization points The analytical solution ðt,
ÞðtÀsÞ wðsÞds:
Assume that the function w is constant on the time interval t, t þ Át ½ . We then get, after computations,
This numerical scheme is the one which has been used for the simulation of the impedance operator Qð@ t Þ: its stability comes from the fact that je
ÞÞÁt 1 because Reðð L l ÞÞ 0. Several approximations of the impedance operator, obtained by using different sectoral contours (of the form (44)) with respective angle ¼ 3 , 5 and 7 (see Figure 1) , have been compared. The frequency responses of the so-obtained approximations ofQð@ t Þ are given in Figure 7 .
In Figure 8 , the evolution of the output y ¼ u jz¼0 obtained with the three different approximations of Qð@ t Þ is plotted, the input w being given by (28). As said previously, the larger the number of poles included by , the better the approximation of the impedance operator.
Finally, we give in Figure 9 the output y :¼ u jz¼0 obtained by simulation of the impedance operator (with ¼ 3 ) with the input w given by (28), and compare it with the value of u jz¼0 obtained by simulating the whole porous medium, as described in previous sections. As expected, the results are quite similar; however, as the simulation of (19) does not need any z-discretization, simulation of (19) is cheaper than the scheme (26).
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new formulation of an integro-differential model of porous media. From this formulation, the dissipative and passive features of the porous wall are easily established, and simple and precise numerical simulations of the model are given. Thanks to those results, the simulation of the coupling between a fluid medium and the porous wall can be planned in future works.
The porous wall impedance operator is also computed, and realized with an approximate diffusive formulation. This operator has the advantage to summarize the boundary behavior of the porous wall, which makes its implementation cheaper and more precise than the whole simulation of the porous wall model, especially for active control purposes.
Notes
1. All differential operators are obviously time-local. 2. Part of this work has already been presented in a conference paper at the IFAC World Congress 2008 in a less detailed version, especially from the numerical point of view. The results of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were also given in a preliminary note Figure 10) . Then, we have the following theorem (Casenave and Monsteny, 2010; Montseny, 2005 
where ðt, Þ is solution of the following evolution problem on ðt, Þ 2 R Ãþ Â R: 
with the -symbol of Qð@ t Þ ¼ Hð@ t Þ @ À1 t . In spite of its apparent complexity, the use of Theorem 2 is rather simple: if we can find an arc which surrounds (in the complex plane) all the singularities of the Laplace symbol H(p), and which is such that Hð pÞ ! 0 when j pj ! 1 in þ , then we can realize the operator Hð@ t Þ with the model (35,34), which is composed of a time-local (differential) state equation of infinite dimension, and of a dual product (generalized integral).
In the case where ðÞ ¼ Àjj, the result can be simplified; we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4 If H is analytic on CnR
À with a discrete set of singularities in R À , if in addition these singularities are either simple poles À k or branch points such that jHj is locally integrable, and if Hð pÞ ! 0 when p ! 1, then
and ðt, Þ is the unique solution of the following Cauchy problem on ðt, Þ 2 R Ãþ Â R þ : Consider the arcs n given in Figure 11 . We have:
. for all 2 R þ such that À is not a singularity of H, there exists n Ã 2 N such that, for all n ! n Ã :
n ðÞ ¼ À þ i n and n ðÀÞ ¼ À À i n :
As 0 ðÀÞ ¼ 1, we get the expression of c .
. for all simple poles À k , we have 0 
A.2 About numerical approximations
The state equation (35) is infinite-dimensional. To get numerical approximations, we consider M L a sequence 
The coefficients L l can be obtained in different ways.
. They can be deduced from the analytical expression of by the formula
with Ã l an interpolation function, for example that given by
ð42Þ
. They can be numerically computed by resolution of the least squares problem (Montseny, 2005) : Depending on the method used, the obtained set of coefficients will be different, each one corresponding to one particular -symbol of the operator.
10 These coefficients are not necessarily positive. However, if is positive, and if the positivity of the coefficients L l is required, the first method will be preferred.
Most of nonrational operators encountered in practice can be closely approximated with small L (see, for example, Montseny, 2004) , especially when the contour satisfies a so-called ''sectoral condition'', for example when 
For the same precision, the numerical cost is then sometimes several orders lower than that of standard integral quadratures.
